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Abstract— This is an application which stores our alternate 

Mobile numbers. When that mobile receive any call we get 

the Information of caller on our numbers which we store in 

app via Text Message. If that caller is important for us then 

we can call that number. When that mobile receive any text 

message then it will forward the sender mobile number, 

received text message to stored numbers. Like this we can 

forward the Whatsapp and Facebook Notification to our 

alternate numbers. This project is useful for Politicians, 

Officers, and Businessman and for those who use multiple 

mobile phones. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Remote Notification for Call, SMS, Whatsapp & facebook is 

an android app which sends notification to other numbers of 

Received calls, SMS, Whatsapp & Facebook Notification. So 

many peoples these days have multiple mobile phones. 

Sometime they forget their primary numbers at home, office, 

vehicles etc. At that time they will not get the knowledge of 

who is calling them, who is sending the text message to them 

& who is sending Whatsapp messages to them. They miss 

some important communication. Here we are using android 

for developing an app which reads the call status, Caller 

information, Text Message, Sender and whatsapp & facebook 

Notification, then we send this via text Messages to our other 

Numbers. To develop this app we are using Broadcast 

Manager Feature of android. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 “Remote Notification For Call, Sms, Whatsapp & 

Facebook” 

The main purpose of this project is to provide notification for 

call, sms, whatsapp & facebook to customers based on the 

state of phone. Remote Notification for Call, SMS, Whatsapp 

& facebook is an android app which sends notification to 

other numbers of Received calls, SMS, Whatsapp & 

Facebook Notification. So many peoples these days have 

multiple mobile phones. Sometime they forget their primary 

numbers at home, office, vehicles etc etc. At that time they 

will not get the knowledge of who is calling them, who is 

sending the text message to them & who is sending Whatsapp 

messages to them. They miss some important 

communication. Here we are using android for developing an 

app which reads the call status, Caller information, Text 

Message, Sender and whatsapp & facebook Notification, then 

we send this via text Messages to our other Numbers. To 

develop this app we are using Broadcast Manager Feature of 

android. 

 “Remote Notification for Call, Sms, Whatsapp & 

Facebook” 

This is an application which stores our alternate Mobile 

numbers. When that mobile receive any call we get the 

Information of caller on our numbers which we store in app 

via Text Message. If that caller is Important for us then we 

can call that number. When that mobile receive any text 

message then it will forward the sender mobile number, 

received text message to stored numbers. Like this we can 

forward the Whatsapp and Facebook Notification to our 

alternate numbers. This project is useful for Politicians, 

Officers, and Businessman and for those who use multiple 

mobile phones. 

III. WORK CARRIED OUT 

 Acquiring Domain Knowledge 

We have decided to develop a mobile application. So we 

started to search about the tools used in developing the mobile 

Apps. We are using Android Studio to develop this 

application. 

 Deciding Data Input Logic and put at each Stage 

We are dealing with incoming calls, sms, facebook & 

whatsapp notification which we suppose to forward our 

another mobile numbers.  So we started to read the phone 

status if incoming call is found we have retrieved the call 

details, if incoming sms is found we have retrieved that, if 

notification is found on device we have filtered the whatsapp 

and facebook notifications. Then these details are sent via 

auto SMS to our another numbers. 

 Selection of Language 

As we have to deal with Mobile application and android 

Support Java and we are already familiar with java so we have 

decided to develop this project in Android Studio tool. 

 Coding 

We have checked phonestate using BroadcastReceiver class. 

Which contains sub classes, function to read status of 

incoming call known as Telephony Manager, which decides 

incoming call and incoming SMS. Notifications. Then we 

have used these details and Stored in a string. And Send it 

using SMS Manager class and send Text Message function. 

 Trails & Testing 

To read the phone status and incoming call, SMS details we 

have provide permissions via code. Without these 

permissions one cannot access this information. We have 

checked weather the permissions is given. 

IV. SCOPE & OBJECTIVES 

To overcome above problem we are developing an Android 

app which stores our alternate Mobile numbers. When that 
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mobile receive any call we get the Information of caller on or 

numbers which we store in app via Text message. If that caller 

is Important for us then we can call that number. When that 

mobile receive any text message then it will forward the 

sender mobile number, received text message to stored 

numbers. Like this we can forward the Whatsapp and 

Facebook Notification to our alternate numbers. This project 

is useful for Politicians,Officers, and Businessman and for 

those who use multiple mobile phones. 

V. PROPOSED WORK 

We are reading the state of phone. If phone state is ringing 

then we will check weather mobile received call or SMS or 

Notification Using Broadcast Receiver Function available in 

Android. 

1) If call received we will retrieve the caller Mobile number 

and Send it over Text Message to our Alternate Numbers. 

2) If SMS is received then we will retrieve the message 

body, Sender Number and send these data over Text 

Message to our other Numbers. 

3) If that mobile receives any Notification we will check 

whether the notification is from WhatsApp, if so we will 

read that notification send it. 

4) SMS Manager Class is available which provides facility 

to send text message programmatically. 

5) Broadcast Receiver class provides facility to retrieve the 

state of phone, Incoming caller, Incoming SMS info 

 Architecture 

 

 Technologies to be used 

1) Android Broadcast Receiver-: 

A broadcast receiver (receiver) is an Android component 

which allows you to register for system or application events. 

All registered receivers for an event are notified by the 

Android runtime once this event happens. 

 For example, applications can register for the 

ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED system event which is 

fired once the Android system has completed the boot 

process. 

2) SMS Manager: 

In Android, you can use SmsManager API or devices Built-

in SMS application to send SMS's. In this tutorial, we shows 

you two basic examples to send SMS message − 

3) Sms Manager API: 

SmsManager smsManager = SmsManager.getDefault(); 

smsManager.sendTextMessage("phoneNo", null, "sms 

message", null, null); 

4) Built-in SMS application: 

Intent sendIntent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW); 

sendIntent.putExtra("sms_body", "default content");  

sendIntent.setType("vnd.android-dir/mms-sms"); 

startActivity(sendIntent); 

 Snapshots of Project Output: 

1) Login Form: 

 
2)  Main Menu: 
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3) Add Numbers: 

 
4) Notification for Call: 

 

5) Received Messages: 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This project is useful for politicians Officers and businessman 

and for those who multiple mobile phones. After completing 

this project no one will miss their call Sms from their mobile 

phone which they forgot they will get notification Via Sms. 
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